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Logistics and Administration Committee Job Title 

 Job Description 
 
The Logistics and Administration Committee is responsible for all of the host facility 
arrangements and set up and take down of the Spring Into Gardening Seminar.  They have 
responsibility for room assignments, AV requirements and signage. 

Responsibilities 
 

1. Meet with host site (presently McMinnville Community Center)  to detail all spaces 
reserved, tables and chairs needed, AV equipment provided by Host and by YCMGA, and 
time line for set up and take down,  

2. Coordinate with Sponsors and Non-profit, Decorations, Registration, Raffle, Speakers, 
Hospitality and Display Committees for needed space, tables, chairs, AV equipment or 
other specific needs for set up. 

3. Coordinate all set up and take down activities. 
4. Coordinate with Host site for take down of tables and chairs, cleaning, etc. 
5. Communicate with all Committees timelines for set up and take down. 
6. Set up and take down all AV Equipment in all rooms (see below) 
7. Place appropriate signage (room/speaker assignments, direction signs) in facility 
8. Collect and summarize seminar evaluations. 

 

AV Setup 
 

During SIG we use a combination of equipment provided by both the Extension office 
and the community center. During the coordination meeting with Katie (our current 
Community Center POC), usually held 2-3 weeks prior to the event, it’s determined 
who’s providing what. The extension office has much of the equipment we need but not 
all, during the most recent SIG (2019) the community center provided: 
 

 The PA and a wireless mic for the main auditorium and room 203.  

 The projector, PA and mic for room 102 

 

The extension office provides the remaining equipment including:  

 A laptop and slide advancer for each of the three classrooms. 

 Projectors for rooms 201 and 203 

 PA and wireless lapel mic for room 201 
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Ideally this is a two man job, you’ll be setting up the day before the event and breaking 
down after the event is over. The day of the event you need to cover 4 sessions. Each 
session has 3 classes occurring simultaneously. So find yourself a helper! You or your 
helper need to be on had prior to each class to insure the speakers have their 
presentations loaded and ready to go and they are comfortable with the PA.  
 
It’s also important to gather up and familiarize yourself with all the equipment, how it 
connects, and test it out prior to the event. Contact Jade and arrange to get into the 
cabinet where all the stuff is located. She’ll also be able to point you to the laptops, and 
slide advancers if they’re not in the cabinet.  
 
Last minute things:  

 Make sure you have enough extension chords 

 Bring a thumb drive 

 Bring extra batteries 

 
 

    “As your job evolves, please note changes to your responsibilities in this document.” 


